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Turtle Traps
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Fishing Tackle

New Products

for Practical Outdoorsmen

The 1-6x24mm
comes with quick
zoom lever.

Reversible
monolithic
30MM tactical
mount included.

1-800-NETCRAFT www.jannsnetcraft.com

TRUGLO TRU-BRITE 30 Series
Illuminated Compact Rifle Scopes

New DVD! 45 Minutes!

Field Judging
BLACK BEARS
Join black bear expert Richard P.
Smith as he explains how to field
judge one of the most notoriously
difficult animals to judge in the
woods. Includes bears of all sizes.
A must for any black bear hunter.

ONLY $15.99
Order today: FUR-FISH-GAME
2878 E. Main St.,Columbus, OH 43209
Order online: www.furfishgame.com

Plus $5.00 postage/handling. Not outside USA. Ohio residents add 7.5%.
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TRUGLO TRU-BRITE 30 Series illuminated compact rifle scopes are a perfect
pairing for AR-15/AR-10 platform rifles.
The 30mm tube enhances brightness in
either 1-4x24mm or 1-6x24mm variable
zoom magnification. Multi-coated lenses
assure clarity and contrast even in difficult
shooting light. True one-power magnification provides a field of view so wide you
may shoot with both eyes open. Generous
3.75-inch eye relief. Leaf spring click
adjustments for windage and elevation.
Shock resistant to 1000g. Waterproof and
fog-proof with nitrogen-gas fill. The
1-6x24mm includes a quick zoom
lever. Both models come with
a reversible monolithic tactical
mount CNC-machined from aircraftgrade aluminum. Also includes two precalibrated BDC turrets in .223 (55-grain)
and .308 (168-grain) to engage targets up to
800 yards away. MSRP for the 1-4x $184;
for the 1-6x $270. For more information
go online at: www.truglo.com

Eley High-Velocity .22LR hollow points
guarantee penetration and expansion for
small-game hunters who want maximum
velocity without compromising accuracy.
Eley Subsonic .22LR hollow points have

been confirmed by independent testing
to be the most accurate subsonic round
designed to cycle reliably through a semiautomatic. MSRP for 50-count box of either
$9.99. Contact: ELEY, Dept. FFG, 254 Buttercup Loop, Kalispell, MT 59901; (406)
212-7824; www.eleyammunition.com

FoxPro Crooked Spur with its
innovative hand-fitted ergonomic shape
allows consistent, comfortable calling
with either hand from the same pot-type
turkey call. Make a variety of realistic
hen and gobbler sounds by simply striking different areas of the surface to vary
the pitch. Convince a wary old tom that a
harem awaits with soft and subtle purrs,
putts and tree yelps. Or crank it up with
loud cuts, clucks and yelps that reach out
to distant gobblers. Sound ports on the
top and bottom provide maximum volume
and sound distribution. Available in slate
or glass. Comes with a solid one-piece
striker. Proudly made in the USA. MSRP
$39.95. Contact: FoxPro, Dept. FFG, 14
Fox Hollow Dr., Lewistown, PA 17044;
(717) 248-2507; www.gofoxpro.com
FUR-FISH-GAME

